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A B S T R A C T

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is considered a highly heterogeneous clinical and neurobiological mental
disorder. We employed a novel layered treatment design to investigate whether cortical thickness features at
baseline differentiated treatment responders from non-responders after 8 and 16 weeks of a standardized se-
quential antidepressant treatment. Secondary analyses examined baseline differences between MDD and controls
as a replication analysis and longitudinal changes in thickness after 8 weeks of escitalopram treatment. 181 MDD
and 95 healthy comparison (HC) participants were studied. After 8 weeks of escitalopram treatment (10–20 mg/
d, flexible dosage), responders (>50% decrease in Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Scale score) were continued
on escitalopram; non-responders received adjunctive aripiprazole (2–10 mg/d, flexible dosage). MDD partici-
pants were classified into subgroups according to their response profiles at weeks 8 and 16. Baseline group
differences in cortical thickness were analyzed with FreeSurfer between HC and MDD groups as well as between
response groups. Two-stage longitudinal processing was used to investigate 8-week escitalopram treatment-
related changes in cortical thickness. Compared to HC, the MDD group exhibited thinner cortex in the left rostral
middle frontal cortex [MNI(X,Y,Z=−29,9,54.5,−7.7); CWP=0.0002]. No baseline differences in cortical
thickness were observed between responders and non-responders based on week-8 or week-16 response profile.
No changes in cortical thickness was observed after 8 weeks of escitalopram monotherapy. In a two-step 16-week
sequential clinical trial we found that baseline cortical thickness does not appear to be associated to clinical
response to pharmacotherapy at 8 or 16 weeks.

(Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01655706)

1. Introduction

Major depressive disorder (MDD) affects up to 300 million people

worldwide and is one of the most prevalent causes of disability globally
(“WHO | Depression” n.d.). First-line antidepressants have limited ef-
ficacy (Cipriani et al., 2018), often necessitating additional treatment
courses that can prolong or worsen the patient's distress. Moreover,
antidepressants are prescribed based on group average responses from
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clinical trials, rather than on objective individual characteristics de-
rived from clinical or neurobiological data. The high degree of het-
erogeneity among individuals meeting diagnostic criteria for MDD
likely underlie a wide range of neurobiological subtypes
(Drysdale et al., 2017). Clinical- and biomarker-informed treatment
selection is the ultimate goal of precision medicine, where accurate
subtyping would help clinicians discern whether certain medications
are differentially effective in a subtype-dependent manner (Paris, 2014;
Young et al., 2016; Kennedy and Ceniti, 2018). The Canadian Bio-
marker Integration Network in Depression (CAN-BIND) is a multi-site
clinical treatment trial involving several major research centres in Ca-
nada (Kennedy and Ceniti, 2018; Lam et al., 2016). Clinical, molecular
and neuroimaging data were collected from over 300 participants, in-
cluding MDD patients and healthy comparison (HC) participants.

Neuroimaging has emerged as a promising approach in the search
for biomarkers, including anatomical magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), which makes possible the visualization and quantification of the
structure of the brain at millimeter resolution. One such parameter is
cortical thickness, defined as the distance from the pial boundary to the
gray matter (GM)/white matter (WM) boundary comprising the cell
bodies of the cerebral cortex as well as intracortical myelin (Narr et al.,
2007; Seldon, 2007; Shaw et al., 2008). There are various factors that
could lead to cortical thinning, including reduction of synapses, atrophy
of dendritic trees or reduced vascularization (Lyttle et al., 2015;
Schüz and Palm, 1989). Cortical thinning, independent of aging pro-
cesses, has been demonstrated in samples of MDD participants and has
been replicated in previous studies, albeit not without ambiguity re-
garding the specific subregions affected by cortical thinning
(Schmaal et al., 2017; Pink et al., 2017; Suh et al., 2019b). Moreover,
cortical thickening has also been observed, particularly in medication-
naïve, first-episode MDD patients (Philip van Eijndhoven et al., 2013;
Fonseka et al., 2016; Peng et al., 2015; Qiu et al., 2014; Yang et al.,
2015), which has been hypothesized to reflect glial hypertrophy as an
immune response to initial excitotoxic injury during the first episode
(Dowlati et al., 2010).

Until recently (Schmaal et al., 2017; Perlman et al., 2017), studies
on cortical thickness were hampered by small-to-moderate sample sizes
(N<100) and therefore low power, especially when the statistical
considerations that must be made for multi-dimensional neuroimaging
data are taken into account (Cremers et al., 2017). Under-powered
neuroimaging studies suffer from effect size inflation and have low
replicability (Button et al., 2013), often constraining statistical analyses
to regions of interest that may not fully capture the whole-brain sig-
nature of the associated disorder. Another limitation is the paucity of
longitudinal studies assessing patient response to a given antidepressant
over time (Suh et al., 2019). The few longitudinal studies that have
tracked changes in cortical thickness over time are smaller than most
cross-sectional studies (N<30) (Eijndhoven et al., 2016;
Gryglewski et al., 2018; Koenig et al., 2018; Phillips et al., 2015;
Pirnia et al., 2016; Sartorius et al., 2016; Suh et al., 2019). A recent
consortium study has addressed several of these gaps in the literature,
including a large MDD sample for sufficient power and a longitudinal
design within a treatment paradigm that includes a placebo arm
(Bartlett et al., 2018). Examining average values from 5 a priori selected
regions (rostral and caudal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), lateral or-
bitofrontal cortex, rostral middle frontal cortex and hippocampus), they
found that only early thickening in the rostral ACC during the first week
of treatment was associated with SSRI response at week 8
(Bartlett et al., 2018). No significant associations between pre-treat-
ment cortical thickness and week-8 response were observed. This study,
however, did not employ a whole-brain approach to capture informa-
tion on cortical thickness in regions outside the pre-selected regions of
interest (ROI).

We used a vertex/surface-based method to calculate cortical thick-
ness with FreeSurfer, which utilizes a triangulated mesh to model the
two surfaces that delineate the cerebral cortex: the pial boundary

separating GM and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and the WM boundary that
lies below cortical GM. There are several advantages to vertex-based
methods when compared to conventional voxel-based morphometry,
including sub-voxel accuracy, topological continuity, robustness to
varying acquisition and scanner parameters and decreased suscept-
ibility to partial volume effects (Clarkson et al., 2011; Fischl, 2012).

Multi-site, multi-scanner effects are known to be a complex issue
among the increasing number of large multi-site neuroimaging studies,
which are necessary for increasing sample sizes conducive to reliably
detecting effects (Jahanshad et al., 2019; Hawco et al., 2018;
Tozzi et al., 2019). In recent years, the ComBat algorithm (Fortin et al.,
2017; Johnson et al., 2007), originally developed for correcting batch
effects in genomics, has been applied to correcting site- and scanner-
associated variation (Bartlett et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018). Here we
have taken a similar approach, applying this algorithm to vertex-wise
datapoints in our sample to accommodate our whole-brain analyses.

We present a study novel in its simultaneous whole-brain approach,
large sample of MDD and HC participants and 16-week sequential
treatment designed to investigate associations with antidepressant re-
sponse. Our primary objectives were to investigate vertex-wise pre-
treatment features of cortical thickness associated with antidepressant
response at 8 weeks and 16 weeks of treatment. Specifically, we aimed
to determine whether MDD participants who achieved clinical response
at 8 and/or 16 weeks had differences in cortical thickness at baseline
compared to those who did not achieve clinical response. We also
aimed to identify differences between MDD and HC participants at
baseline. We hypothesized that thinner cortex at baseline, which has
been associated with increased vulnerability to MDD (Hao et al., 2017;
Papmeyer et al., 2015), would be associated with worse response to
treatment. A final aim of the study was to determine whether there
were measurable changes in cortical thickness over the 8-week course
of treatment with escitalopram. It has been suggested that anti-
depressant treatment may cause thickening of the cortex (Koenig et al.,
2018; Phillips et al., 2015), but this hypothesis has not been confirmed
in larger trials or in whole-brain analyses and is contradicted by pre-
clinical findings, in which stress-related decreases in cortical thickness
are not normalized following SSRI administration (Lyttle et al., 2015).
To our knowledge, this is the first treatment study to examine whole-
brain group differences and longitudinal changes in cortical thickness
with a sample size that can support this statistical approach
(Pardoe et al., 2013). This last point in particular, combined with a
reliable site correction method, is key to interrogating the often con-
tradictory and inconclusive cortical thickness findings in recent years
(Suh et al., 2019).

2. Materials and methods

Full details of the clinical, neuroimaging and biomarker protocols
and patient outcomes are available elsewhere (Kennedy et al., 2019;
Lam et al., 2016; MacQueen et al., 2019). The protocol was approved by
the Research Ethics Boards at each institution. Information pertaining
to inclusion/exclusion criteria and MRI acquisition parameters for this
cohort can be found in Supplementary Materials. The CONSORT dia-
gram outlining the flow of participants throughout the 16-week clinical
trial can be found in (Kennedy et al., 2019). MDD participants were
aged 18–60 meeting DSM-IV-TR criteria for a major depressive episode
(duration > 3 months) and HC subjects were matched for age and sex.

2.1. Treatment protocol

At the baseline visit (week 0), all MDD participants started treat-
ment with escitalopram 10 mg daily, flexible-dosage, with a maximum
dose of 20 mg per day. At week 8, responders (defined as a greater than
50% reduction in MADRS score (Lam et al., 2016)) continued to receive
escitalopram for a further eight weeks. Participants who did not re-
spond received aripiprazole at 2–10 mg per day (flexible-dosage), a
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first-line adjunctive agent chosen based on clinical guidelines set out by
the Canadian Network for Mood and Anxiety Treatments (CANMAT)
(Kennedy et al., 2016).

2.2. Imaging processing for cortical thickness analysis

We obtained T1-weighted images at weeks 0 (baseline), 2 and 8.
Raw images were pre-processed using the fully automated pipeline
from FreeSurfer (version 6.0) (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/)
(Fischl. 2012). After motion correction and averaging (Reuter et al.,
2010), surrounding non-brain tissue is removed (Ségonne et al., 2004)
and the images then undergo a transformation to standard Talairach
space and intensity normalization (Sled et al., 1998). The boundary
between GM and WM undergoes tessellation to a triangular mesh and
topological corrections are made. The GM/WM and pial surfaces are
then deformed to certain locations where the greatest shifts in intensity
occur and which indicate boundaries between different tissue com-
partments (WM/GM/cerebrospinal fluid) (Dale et al., 1999). These
surfaces are then inflated to a spherical model and registered to the MNI
atlas. For each participant, cortical thickness values are measured for
each vertex on the cortical surface mesh as the shortest distance be-
tween the reconstructed pial and GM/WM surfaces.

For longitudinal analyses, all images completed the FreeSurfer two-
stage longitudinal processing stream (Reuter et al., 2012). The first step
is the creation of a “base” unbiased template for each subject based on
images from all timepoints (Reuter et al., 2010). Cross-sectional images
are then processed for longitudinal analysis using the base template for
initialization for skull stripping, transformation and registration, in
order to minimize random error and preserve stable within-subject
features across all timepoints (Reuter et al., 2012). First-pass quality
assurance following all FreeSurfer pre-processing involved checking for
correct skull strips and registration to Talairach space.

Quality assurance protocols from the Enhancing Neuroimaging
Genetics through Meta-analysis (ENIGMA) consortium (http://enigma.
ini.usc.edu/; April 2017) were used to assess results from the automatic
cortical segmentation procedure outlined above. These protocols com-
prise an outlier detection analysis for parcellated ROIs as per the
Desikan-Killiany atlas, visual inspection of internal segmentation (using
sampled coronal and axial slices) and external surface reconstruction
for each subject. Participants whose images failed at least one of these
three steps were flagged for further inspection and manual edits of the
main structural volume and white matter volume were made as ne-
cessary (254/795 total images over 3 timepoints). Edits were confined
to cleaning up the pial boundary and on the white matter mask in the
temporal lobes to improve segmentation of the gray matter from CSF on
the superior aspect and gray matter from white matter in the temporal
regions of the cortex, respectively. The resulting cortical maps were

smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 15 mm full width at half-maximum
in preparation for statistical group analyses.

2.3. Site effect corrections

Following FreeSurfer pre-processing and the completion of final
quality checks, the Python implementation of the ComBat algorithm
was used to correct for site effects on a vertex-wise basis (GitHub re-
pository: https://github.com/ncullen93/neuroCombat). Full details can
be found in Supplementary Materials.

2.4. Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses for demographics were performed in the
open-source software Python (version 3.6) using the scipy library. MDD
and HC groups were compared in terms of age, years of education and
baseline MADRS using the Student's t-test. Age, years of education, age
of illness onset, MADRS scores at the three timepoints, number of
previous major depressive episodes and duration of illness were com-
pared between the response groups using analysis of variance.
Proportions of females/males were compared using a chi-square test
(see Table 1).

At week 8, MDD participants were either escitalopram responders
(‘ESC-8′) or non-responders (‘NR-8′). At the week 16 endpoint, there
were three groups based on response: those who continued to respond
to escitalopram throughout the 16 weeks (‘ESC-16′), participants who
responded to adjunctive aripiprazole (‘ARI-16′) and patients who con-
tinued to be non-responders by week 16 despite the addition of ar-
ipiprazole (‘NR-16′). In a secondary analysis, ESC-16 and ARI-16 groups
were combined to define overall response at week 16. A small sample of
five MDD participants who were in the ESC-8 group but were no longer
responding by week 16 were excluded only in subsequent analyses
(Fig. 1).

To test for changes in vertex-wise cortical thickness as a result of
antidepressant treatment over 8 weeks, longitudinal analyses were
performed using repeated-measures ANCOVA for the following groups
to test for any changes, controlled for sex, age and age2: the HC group,
the MDD group and the three week-16 response subgroups. We also
tested for differences in longitudinal changes from baseline to week 8
between ESC-8 and NR-8 groups to assess any between-group effects of
escitalopram treatment. We measured longitudinal change using sym-
metrized percent change (SPC), the rate of change with respect to
average thickness over the two timepoints. Using the average thickness
renders SPC particularly robust to noise effects (Reuter et al., 2012;
Tamnes et al., 2017).

Cross-sectional analyses consisted of whole-brain, vertex-wise
comparisons between the aforementioned groups at baseline, and pairs

Table 1
Demographic and clinical information for the MDD and HC samples.

MDD Patients Healthy Controls

N Mean/ frequency SD N Mean/ frequency SD

Age (1) 181 35.03 12.56 95 32.99 10.87
Sex% F (1) 181 64.84 – 95 63.54 –
Years of Education (2) 181 16.87 2.08 95 18.40 2.23
Baseline MADRS (2) 181 29.84 5.65 95 0.82 1.73
Age of Illness Onset 175 20.38 10.26 – – –
Number of previous MDEs 132 4.02 2.64 – – –
% Change MADRS (8-week) 159 −45.79 32.43 – – –
% Change MADRS (16-week) 141 −65.71 27.70 – – –
% Responders @ 8 weeks 159 47.17 – – – –
% Responders @ 16 weeks 141 75.20 – – – –
% Family history of psychiatric illness 180 77.78 – – – –

Superscripts indicate the significance of the test statistic comparing patient and healthy control samples. ‘1′ – p> 0.05, no significant differences between samples. ‘2′
– p < 0.005. The N indicates the number of participants for which the corresponding information is available.
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of timepoints were used for longitudinal analyses (baseline to week 2,
week 2 to week 8, baseline to week 8). General linear modelling
(ANCOVA) was used for both between- and within-group analyses using
FreeSurfer statistical tools, incorporating age, age2 and sex as covariates
(as per Perlman et al., 2017; Bartlett et al., 2018).

All vertex-wise results were corrected for multiple comparisons and
separate hemisphere testing using Monte Carlo simulation (10,000
iterations) with a vertex-wise threshold of p = 0.01 and cluster
thresholding at p = 0.05 (Hagler et al., 2006). Briefly, this technique
involves indexing based on a lookup table provided by FreeSurfer that
has tabulated p-values corresponding to various cluster sizes at dif-
ferent smoothing levels. These values are derived from Gaussian Monte
Carlo simulations of a z-field synthesized onto the cortical surface that
is then thresholded to extract the largest cluster at a range of p-value
thresholds, repeated 10,000 times. An additional Bonferroni correction
was applied to take into account multiple exploratory cross-sectional
contrasts (9 in total) for a post-correction cluster p-value threshold of
p = 0.0056 (family-wise threshold of 0.05 divided by the number of
tests), set as the display threshold for all figures.

To examine in more detail how cortical thickness is related to the
extent of improvement following 8 and 16 weeks of pharmacotherapy,
we tested the relationship between percent change in MADRS score at 8
and 16 weeks and baseline cortical thickness within the MDD group
using multiple linear regression (controlling for sex, age and age2).
Significant clusters from the whole-brain analysis were chosen as re-
gions of interest, and a mask was created to extract average thickness
values for each participant. Scatterplots were constructed to display the
distributions and curves of best fit for each group in R version 3.4.1
(https://www.r-project.org/), using the package ggplot2.

3. Results

Baseline neuroimaging data were available for a total of 308 par-
ticipants. Following the systematic quality screen as described above,
we obtained FreeSurfer outputs for baseline images of usable quality
from 181 MDD and 95 HC participants. 32 images were excluded on the
basis of poor overall segmentation that could not be manually cor-
rected. There were no significant differences between MDD and HC on
mean age or female:male ratio, although there was a significant dif-
ference in years of education (t = 5.67; p = 0.000) and baseline
MADRS score (t=−63.88; p = 0.000) (Table 1). By week 8, 22 parti-
cipants had dropped out to give a sample size of 159 MDD participants,
with a further reduction to 141 participants at week 16 (see Fig. 1 for
final MDD subgroup sample sizes). As indicated by omnibus tests, dif-
ferences in age, sex, years of education, age of onset, illness duration,
baseline severity and number of previous episodes were not significant
between week-16 subgroups (Supplementary Table 1).

3.1. Baseline cross-sectional analyses between groups

Whole-brain analyses revealed that the MDD group exhibited
thinner cortex at baseline in the left rostral middle frontal cortex (Fig. 2;
Table 2). There were no statistically significant differences at baseline
in cortical thickness across the whole brain between the ESC-8 and NR-
8 groups, between the ESC-16, ARI-16 and NR-16 groups, nor between
the combined week-16 response group (ESC-16+ARI-16) and NR-16.

Fig. 1. Number of participants in response subgroups at week 8 and week 16. 22 participants were lost to attrition at week 8 and an additional 13 had dropped out by
week 16.

Fig. 2. Region of thinner cortex at baseline in MDD as compared to HC. A significant cluster indicating thinner cortex in the left rostral middle frontal region is
displayed from the lateral and frontal views. Scale bar shows max -log(p) values, following corrections for multiple comparisons using Monte Carlo thresholding.
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3.2. 8-week longitudinal changes in cortical thickness

There were no significant longitudinal changes in cortical thickness
within the HC group, the pooled MDD group or week-16 subgroups
from baseline to week 8. Trajectories of cortical thickness change over
the course of escitalopram treatment between ESC-8 and NR-8 groups
were not found to be different.

3.3. Relationship between baseline cortical thickness and improvement in
symptom severity

There were no significant relationships between baseline cortical
thickness and extent of treatment response (percent improvement in
MADRS scores) at either 8 or 16 weeks within the MDD group (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

In a large sample, with the novel combination of robust site effect
correction and a vertex-based whole-brain approach, we found no sig-
nificant differences at baseline between week-8 or week-16 responders
and non-responders. Therefore, we were unable to confirm the hy-
pothesis that non-responders to pharmacotherapy would exhibit
thinner cortex at baseline and subsequently, the notion that cortical
thickness might be a useful biomarker for treatment response. We found
that the MDD group exhibited thinner cortex in the left rostral middle
frontal (RMF) cortex as compared to HC. This result is a replication of
findings from previous studies. Two studies found thinner cortex in the
RMF region in MDD compared to HC, although one found a bilateral
effect (Zhao et al., 2017) whereas the other also observed thinning in
only the left region (Peng et al., 2015). Abnormalities in structural
asymmetry in the RMF cortex has been reported in treatment-naïve

MDD (Zuo et al., 2019). We note that these three studies also found
additional effects of thinner cortex in other regions in MDD that we did
not replicate. Additionally, increased thickness in the RMF region over
the course of treatment has been found to be indicative of remission in
two separate studies (Phillips et al., 2015; Saricicek Aydogan et al.,
2019)– however, in the current study we did not find significant
changes in thickness within any response group on a whole-brain basis.
Interestingly, in one study thinner bilateral RMF at baseline was cor-
related to better response in the placebo group (Bartlett et al., 2018)
and increased thickness in this region was negatively correlated to
symptom severity in MDD (Qiu et al., 2014). It appears that even for
one region that is implicated relatively often in the literature, previous
reports are mixed and are often accompanied by other findings that
have not been replicated.

Although our primary analyses yielded largely null results as far as
the association between cortical thickness and antidepressant response,
they are fairly consistent with recent studies that have been published
on the topic of cortical thickness as a neuroimaging biomarker in MDD.
Despite some positive preliminary results, pre-treatment cortical
thickness predictors of treatment response that are robust and replic-
able have yet to be discovered (Phillips et al., 2015; Suh et al., 2019;
Bartlett et al., 2018). Similarly, studies on diagnostic group differences
in cortical thickness, although more numerous, have yet to converge on
a set of replicable differences (Suh et al., 2019), finding both thinner
and thicker regions among disparate regions in MDD. The largest cor-
tical thickness analysis to date from the ENIGMA consortium, with
1902 MDD patients and 7658 HC participants drawn from 20 cohorts,
found small absolute effect sizes of thinning in MDD (Cohen's d no
larger than 0.14) despite its robust statistical power. Studies with
sample sizes ranging from 50 to >100 per group tend towards null
results for statistical testing of the MDD vs HC comparison

Table 2
Cortical region exhibiting greater thinning in MDD group compared to HC.

Cluster # Max -log(p) Annotation Size(mm^2) MNIX MNIY MNIZ CWP

Left hemisphere
1 −3.389 rostral middle frontal 1599.21 −29.9 54.5 −7.7 0.0002

Max -log(p) indicates the maximum -log(p) value among the vertices in the cluster. CWP = cluster-wise p-value. The Annotation heading refers to the location of the
peak voxel as per the Desikan-Killiany atlas. The MNI coordinates indicate the location of the peak vertex.

Fig. 3. Scatterplots and regression lines depicting the relationship between RMF thickness and % improvement in MADRS scores, grouped by response. Thickness
values over the significant cluster in the RMF cortex at baseline were extracted for all MDD participants and plotted over % improvement in MADRS score at A) 8
weeks of escitalopram treatment and B) 16 weeks of escitalopram or adjunctive treatment with aripiprazole for each participant. Datapoints have been grouped by
colour based on response group at the respective treatment timepoints.
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(Perlman et al., 2017; Saricicek Aydogan et al., 2019). This indicates
that smaller samples, particularly in the context of cortical thickness
analysis (Button et al., 2013), may run an increased risk of false positive
results. Inconsistent methods for multiple comparison corrections and
variable utilization of region-based vs. vertex-wise approaches have
also contributed to the considerable heterogeneity among studies.
Other clinical characteristics of the MDD sample may also influence the
final results, such as varying definitions of response/remission, medi-
cation status and disease chronicity.

When the extant literature and the current results are taken to-
gether, it seems unlikely that cortical thickness alone could be used as a
reliable predictor of short-term treatment response to pharma-
cotherapy. However, it has been shown to be useful for mapping and
predicting clinical response to electroconvulsive therapy in a regionally
consistent manner in several studies (Eijndhoven et al., 2016;
Pirnia et al., 2016; Sartorius et al., 2016; Schmitgen et al., 2019;
Wade et al., 2017). Effectively, cortical thickness represents a totality of
numerous microscopic properties; shown to be a relatively stable
measure over the lifespan (Storsve et al., 2014; Hogstrom et al., 2013),
it appears likely that any subtle structural characteristics predictive of
the extent of short-term response to pharmacotherapy, if they exist, are
not well-reflected in this measure.

We found no significant longitudinal changes in cortical thickness
following 8 weeks of escitalopram treatment, nor any differences be-
tween responders and non-responders. Most studies reporting long-
itudinal changes in cortical thickness (Bartlett et al., 2018; Koenig et al.,
2018; Phillips et al. 2015) have focused on pre-determined regions of
interest for analysis, lending them the advantage of increased statistical
power. Other studies have found no change in either cortical volume
nor thickness within several weeks of SSRI or SNRI treatment (Fu et al.,
2015; Lyttle et al., 2015). It is also conceivable that 8 weeks might be
too short a period of time to detect cortical thickness changes via MRI.

This study addressed a gap in the literature regarding identification
of baseline features associated with differential treatment response
(Phillips et al., 2015), particularly being the first neuroimaging study to
incorporate sequential adjunctive treatment following lack of response
to a first-line antidepressant medication (Kennedy et al., 2016). Given
the variety of cortical regions that have been identified as being altered
or abnormal in MDD, we opted for a whole-brain, exploratory ap-
proach, taking advantage of the relatively large sample size afforded by
the multi-site effort of the CAN-BIND trial. Other advantages of the
current study include controlling for heterogeneity introduced by dif-
ferent MRI scanners and varying acquisition parameters by correcting
for these effects on a vertex-wise basis using the ComBat algorithm. We
also carried out blinded systematic manual correction of FreeSurfer
outputs, which has been shown to provide more accurate segmentations
when compared to uncorrected outputs (Popescu et al., 2016).

There are also several limitations associated with the study. First,
although we have a relatively large sample size overall for both the
MDD and HC groups, this advantage is reduced once we subdivide the
MDD group based on week-16 response. Second, our age range was
relatively large, possibly obscuring potential age-related trajectories
and mechanisms of disease progression. Although we attempted to
mitigate this limitation by controlling for both age and age2 in all
neuroimaging analyses, it is possible that age-specific relationships may
emerge in studies with narrower age ranges or greater sample sizes.
Third, we excluded subcortical and cerebellar regions in the analysis, as
we focused only on cerebral cortical thickness, and therefore could not
ascertain any longitudinal changes or baseline associations with treat-
ment response in these areas. Moreover, we did not control for the
potential confounding variable of cigarette smoking status (Zorlu et al.,
2017). Finally, mass univariate analyses are not sufficient to dis-
criminate structural features that could aid in informing individualized
treatment.

In conclusion, we show that cortical thickness in MDD at baseline
was not associated to antidepressant response at 8 or 16 weeks, nor was

it shown to change over an 8-week period of escitalopram treatment.
We did replicate previous findings of cortical thinning in the left RMF
cortex in MDD. Future studies might investigate not only univariate
approaches to isolating potential biomarkers, but also multivariate
methods incorporating multiple measures, an approach requiring a
sufficient number of participants and clearly defined patient samples
(Kim and Na, 2018; Raamana et al., 2014). Another promising ap-
proach is the extraction of advanced multi-variate network-level fea-
tures from whole-brain thickness features to assess their utility in pre-
dicting response to treatment (Raamana and Strother, 2018). The
emergence of larger consortia with sufficient power to identify sub-
groups based on biomarkers is a promising sign for the field (Brunoni
et al., 2015; Lam et al., 2016; Schmaal et al., 2017; Trivedi et al., 2016).
Methods range from retrospective grouping of subjects based on some
outcome parameter (as shown here with ‘response’) to using un-
supervised, data-driven machine learning algorithms to model under-
lying patterns of variability (Drysdale et al., 2017).
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